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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2379-Looking at David, Nova smiled, 
unbothered. 

After getting along for so long, she knew David’s character very well. 

This was a person who wanted nothing but had invincible talent. 

If others had David’s talent and strength, they would have dominated the Star 
Kingdom long ago. 

It was not that David did not have any desires. His goal was very simple: to 
protect himself and those around him from harm. 

“By the way, David, why did you come to see me so late at night?” Nova 
asked. 

“It’s nothing serious. I just want to give you something for self-defense,” David 
replied casually. 

“Give me something? For self-defense? What is it?” 

‘This!” 

He stood and handed two exquisite small wooden boxes to Nova. 

Nova took a closer look and found that they were just small wooden boxes, 
nothing seemingly special about them. So, she asked curiously, “What are 
these? How can I use them for self-defense?” 

“Nova, there is a clone of me sealed in those small wooden boxes. When you 
encounter danger, you can summon my clone to help you fight and resolve 
any crisis you encounter,” David explained. 

“Oh? Your clone? How powerful are they?” 

Nova’s eyes lit up. She looked at the boxes in her hand as if they were 
treasures. 

“I dare not say for other places, but in Star Kingdom, there is nothing that my 
clones can’t take care of.” 



Nova had no doubts about David’s words. 

This guy could even kill the Deity from the Feather family in seconds. 
Needless to say, his strength must be higher than Divine Realm. 

Apart from him, the strongest people in Star Kingdom were the Sacred Saints. 

They would not be able to defeat David’s clone. 

‘Then, if the Feather family sends over someone more powerful, can your 
clone defeat them?” Nova continued to ask. 

“Of course! No matter who from the Feather family, even if their grandmasters 
come with the entire family, my clone can easily take them down.” David 
looked confident. 

What a joke. 

The grandmaster of the Feather family was nothing more than a mere 
Ancestral Deity. 

On the other hand, his clone had the strength of a beginner Supreme 
Overlord. 

There were several levels between them. 

No amount of Ancestral Deities could pose a threat to a Supreme Overlord. 

“Is it really that powerful?” Nova asked with her eyes wide open and in 
disbelief. 

“Of course! Otherwise, why do you think I give this to you? To treat this as 
garbage? I spent so much time and energy researching it so that I can prevent 
the Feather family from coming. What’s the use if my clones can’t stop them?” 
David said disapprovingly. 

It was as if the Feather family was just a simple matter. 

For David who had stepped into Overlord Realm, the Feather family was just 
a nest of ants. 

However, he had not found the nest of the ants yet. If he had, he would have 
kicked it to bits to prevent further trouble. 



‘Thank you, David! Then, how do you break the seal on this thing?” 

“It’s very simple! Come, let me teach you. With your strength and intelligence, 
you will be able to learn very quickly.” 

Then, David began to teach Nova how to unlock the seal. 

Nova’s strength had reached peak Sovereign Rank and she was about to step 
into partial Saint Realm, one step ahead of Celeste. So, it did not take long for 
her to master the method of breaking the seal of the box. 

Of course, she could not open it now. Otherwise, the clone would come out. 

 


